QUEER ABOUT EGOS !
pairing. If this performance should happen on your bed or on
your lap, you yourself likewise exist as nothing but Place, and any
sign from you that you regard yourself otherwise is treated with
such resentment that you cower and are ashamed and unworthy.
A dog can make you ashamed only by his decency and good-
ness, but a cat achieves it by silent coercion. To live in the same
house with a baby and see it urgently alive and engrossed in living,
is not possible without mixing it up with oneself in a possessive
sort of way, and that destroys the fun at once: m you either have to
live with a baby and want it to love you, or alternatively it is no
more than a nuisance of noise and claims. You either have to love
a dog, or alternatively it remains as a barking entity that eternally
demands to be taken for a walk while you have important things
to do at home. But a cat, as small or smaller and equally enchant-
ing to watch, not really caring either for your love or for your
company on a walk, brings universal life within your easy range of
vision. I have already freed myself, I hope, of the charge of senti-
mentality towards cats in general and Josephine in particular,
by stating that she was not particularly fond of me, though some-
times gracious enough to lie curled against my neck, one paw
pushed out on that curve of endearing helplessness (helpless my
root!). I was fascinated, flattered, but never deluded; my moment
of real cat sentimentality was over that apocryphal little fellow who
liked watching tennis at Wimbledon because, as he wistfully
observed: "My Dad's in that racket!"
If you possess a dog, a walk-without-dog is sheer holiday and
escape; it is, in fact, a walk.   Whereas a walk with dog amounts
to an hour or tw6 of vigilance and shouts, panic and reliefs;  of
placating farmers  ('Your dog . . * My winter wheat!")  and
mothers of frightened children ("But he never bites , . . Adores
children . . . Wants her to play with him, that's all!"); of tear-
ing him out of enjoyable (sic) lights; of running when you have
no wish to run, pausing when you have no wish to pause, bursting
your lungs with calling to him as lie lies flat, panting a litde and
thumping his tail, in the middle of the highway just where the cars
come roaring round the bend;   of taking your shoes through
muddy swamps in pursuit of his rapturously swishing tail far ahead,
seeing beauty but not seeing it, losing irretrievably noble thoughts
on nature, almost before they are born;  of beating him when
you have no heart to beat, averting your gaze from the reproach
in those sad but still loving amber eyes— (' But my dear, that dog
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